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Post-its, mind mapping and pictures are all possible ways of capturing thinking
Work fast - we’re responding to change and a crisis, so our thinking needs to
reflect this so we need to focus on ‘What is fast and good enough’ rather than a
full glory version.

This simple tool will help you to focus on the purpose of your business plan, identify
the key stakeholders, define the timescales and map out the roles and key decision
makes. Remember this is a business planning tool for times of challenge, change or
crisis so the emphasis here is to work at an appropriate pace to produce a business
plan that is iterative, with shorter timescales, to respond to a significant change in
our circumstances. 

 thoughts before you start...

Tool 1 // Getting Started  



STEP 1

Focus on the purpose… why are you writing your business
plan at this time… is it to galvanise, re-shape, prioritise, or
cohere?

STEP 2

Who is it for? In a rapidly changing environment is the priority
your staff, your stakeholders, your funders or partners. Try and
go beyond general categories such as ‘our staff’ and picture
individuals, smaller groups of individuals to help bring colour
and detail to the range of needs and expectations.  Can we ask
our readers what they need rather than make assumptions?

STEP 3

Timescales - define the length of the planning period that works
for your organisation, but think about iteration and breaking it
down into cycles. What is driving your timeline (dependencies
on others, government guidelines, term times etc) and what
might constrain it (capacity / resources probably).

STEP 4

Roles - break this down if appropriate to trustees, SMT, wider
staff teams, furloughed staff.  Do we need to keep others ‘in the
loop’ as we go?  Identify when the moments are for ideas and
generative thinking and when and who makes decisions.  Can
we use quick methods of team voting/ranking to test for
alignment as we go?

Tool 1 // Follow these 4 steps  



Purpose -  What realistically to we mean to achieve with 
this plan? What can we achieve through the process as 
well as the output? 

Our audience  
Who are they and what output will they need?  

Timescales
What kind of timescales make sense for this? 

Roles - What roles will our colleagues have in creating this
plan,how can we accommodate different needs and what
kind of process makes sense? 
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Strong Voices Weak Voices   

Absent Voices  Barriers 



Purpose -  What realistically to we mean to achieve with 
this plan? What can we achieve through the process 
as well as the output? 

Our audience  
Who are they and what output will they need?  

Timescales
What kind of timescales make sense for this? 

Roles - What roles will our colleagues have in creating this
plan,how can we accommodate different needs and what
kind of process makes sense? 
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e With short term clarity about our current financial position
we are reshaping our cultural offer for the next 6 months
to ensure we continue to connect with audiences and
communities whilst we are unable to open our building. 
An opportunity to connect with and listen to members of
our team and community stakeholders.  

All members of staff, furloughed and non-furloughed.
Clarity and reassurance re job security for next 6 months. 
Clear vision for our cultural offer and how they as
individuals can contribute to this plan.  

Comms to stakeholders 19 May 
Community Forum 22 May 
Draft plan to stakeholders end of May
Approved plan to all staff and trustees 9 June 
Review monthly 
Second interation of plan proposed Dec 2020 

 

Senior management team to produce plan
Finance manager to provide finacial outlook 
Communitcations manager to create and deliver 
Comms to include team briefings, polls etc
Engagement Officer to liasie with key community contacts
and partners 
Chair to engage board members in the process and sign
off final plan  
 


